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Chapter 19:
Human Rights Obligations of Transnational 
Corporations in Domestic Tort Law
 

1. Introduction

The GLOTHRO project aims to fundamentally re-think a basic tenet of 

focuses is on human rights obligations of transnational corporations. 

Such obligations can be discussed from an international law perspective. 

tort law is currently one of the main instruments for holding transnational 

corporations legally to account for their involvement in human rights 

compensate for the harm suffered by individuals as a consequence of the 

violation of their human rights.

tort law (Section 2) and rights protected by international human rights law 

The second part of this chapter looks into practical problems victims of 

human rights violations face when holding transnational corporations to 

account on the basis of domestic tort law. These problems include fact-

 their 

subsidiaries (Section 6).

PART A: RIGHTS PROTECTED BY TORT LAW AND BY HUMAN RIGHTS 

LAW

2. Protection of individual rights in domestic tort law

domestic tort law protects the rights of individuals. This is not always 

apparent. In many national tort law systems the term “right” is virtually 
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the  someone has suffered. The question of whether this damage 

is the consequence of the infringement of a right is usually disregarded 

ways. The following section provides an impressionistic bird’s-eye view of 

the state of affairs in these three countries.

Article 1382 of the  holds that someone who causes damage 

through his  is obliged to compensate it.1 Damage ( ) is 

the key requirement: what is decisive is whether the victim has suffered 
2

number of civil rights (

general wording that is typical of the French legislator: ‘Chacun a droit 

a number of other personality rights: human dignity and respect for 

of the human body (Article 16(1)) and the integrity of the human body 

with respect to medical interventions (Article 16(3)). This development 

illustrates the increasing role of “rights” in French tort law. 

 

of 2010 about the infringement of the right to information in a medical 

context.3 Such an infringement often does not lead to liability because it is 

hard to prove a causal connection with the damage: even if the patient had 

been informed timely and properly s/he would often have taken the same 

decision.4

 made clear that the sole infringement of the duty to inform 

constitutes non-pecuniary loss for which the patient must be compensated. 

The decision illustrates that the right to self-determination in medical cases 

any other pecuniary or non-pecuniary loss.

1 

la faute duquel il est arrivé à le réparer.’
2 See:  (2nd edition) (Oxford: Oxford University 

3 

4 
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play an important role. This is particularly apparent from the high number 

of strict liability rules developed by both the legislator and the 

. The effect of this is that someone who suffers personal injury or 

property loss often does not have to rely on the fault liability rule of Article 

strict liability rules are often linked to the French preference for victim 

they attach to the protection of individual rights. This does not come as a 

surprise because French civil law (which is still embodied in the  

of 1804) is the fruit of the same Revolution that led to the Declaration of 

the Rights of Man and of the Citizen.

individual’s remedy.5

system ‘can assert that they have in such or such a situation an action 

against some public or private body - and they can probably assert that 

they have a “legitimate interest” or “expectation”. What they cannot claim 

6

rights has cautiously surfaced over the past years. One may think of cases 

regarding the award of a “lump sum” to parents in a case of wrongful birth 

and to a patient in a case of incorrect information prior to a surgery.7 

These cases acknowledge aspects of the right to family life and the right 

“rights” has become a topic for discussion.8

5 See: Cees van Dam (2013)
6 

7 See: v. v.

8  (Oxford: Oxford University 

 (Oxford: 
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terms. An example of trespass to the person is battery: someone commits 

a battery if he touches another person.9

medical doctor constitutes a battery unless he can prove that the patient 

because the touching (not the consequences) has to be intended.10

case law more readily adopts a duty of care for the defendant in case of 

personal injury or property loss than in cases of pure economic loss. This 

of consideration. This consideration is not linked to the protection of 

typical English concept of . This concept usually generates more 

consideration for potential defendants than a similar concept would do 

level than in France and Germany.11

in German tort law.12

is liable to make compensation to the other party for the damage arising 

from this.’13

other private parties.14

9 

consequence of the usual jostling on trains and platforms is not considered to 

constitute a battery: v.
10 

11 

12 See: 
13 

14 

Section 1803-2.
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The legislator’s purpose with this list was to set limits to a general fault 

the protection of rights remains more implicit.

rather than the contemporary idea of a human right or a fundamental 

right. This focus rapidly changed after World War II when the German 

Federal Supreme Court (BGH) linked the fundamental rights in the German 

court acknowledged the general personality right with reference to rights 

one’s personality and the right to human dignity.15

pecuniary loss to unconscious victims of accidents.16

the BGH Court was of the opinion that damages in these cases could only 

by considering that unconsciousness constitutes a destruction of the 

personality and that this must be fully compensated.

These examples illustrate the importance of fundamental rights in the 

development of German tort law. The rights protected by the Basic Law 

In most legal systems the emphasis in tort law is on the compensation 

of damage: the rights of the individual are only indirectly or implicitly 

because of the link the courts made with the fundamental rights in the 

Basic Law.17 

15 

16 

17 Although substantial developments in France do not differ much from those in 
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debate has become more apparent in domestic tort law. This dialogue may 

by the ECHR. One may particularly think of the rights to physical and 

laws shape the protection of fundamental rights against other individuals 

differ strongly.

Rights protected by tort law are the same rights that are protected by 

international human rights conventions. A right does not get a different 

colour when it is violated by the state rather than a private party: in 

both cases the same fundamental part of a human being’s personality is 

extent of the scope of protection differs in each jurisdiction. An example of 

German case law than by the ECHR.

with respect to the conduct of others against which it aims to protect the 

individual. To a large extent this is due to variations in the love for strict 

liability rules in the national laws. Strict liability rules apply more often in 

horizontal than in vertical relationships and they provide a lower threshold 

remedy in many cases where someone’s right to life or to physical or 

mental integrity is infringed.

3. Human rights in disputes between private parties

and unwritten constitutions. Early examples were the English Magna 

this may be explained by the less masculine French culture in comparison with the 
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as was particularly demonstrated by the United States Declaration of 

Independence (1776) and the French Declaration of the Rights of Man and 

of the Citizen (1789). In the 19th

in other countries on the European continent. National constitutions are 

to protect citizens against interference of their freedom by the state. Until 

people and much less so for people of other ethnic backgrounds.18

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International 

International human rights conventions are enforced at the national stage. 

This happens in different ways depending on the constitutional traditions. 

In most European countries international conventions apply directly 

in national law (provided the provisions are duly implemented). This 

means they can be enforced at the national level. Most conventions lack 

an  legal enforcement mechanism and rely for compliance 

on international political control. An important exception is the European 

Europe.19

Where the protection of fundamental rights went international after 

remained a domestic matter.20 Even though tort law is playing an 

18 See   :

19 See   :

20 

after the Second World War. This was later followed by various conventions 

of the International Criminal Court in The Hague.
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increasingly important role in providing a remedy against the violation 

domestic one. 

There are only a few examples of international tort law norms (barring 

European Union law) that directly address the conduct of individuals 

and companies. Treaties on international crimes address individuals 

arising in the area of business and human rights.21

international organisations and transnational corporations) should also 

plea has had limited practical results.22 This is illustrated by the recent 

discussion on human rights obligations of transnational corporations 

that resulted in the Ruggie Framework and Guidelines.23 This is only a 

soft law instrument and is not legally enforceable (although it may be 

an intermediate step towards the accountability of non-state actors 

for human rights violations under international law). The focus of this 

follow from domestic tort law and how these obligations are related to 

fundamental rights and human rights.

In the 19th

compensation for damage caused. The fundamental breakthrough was the 

21 

 Section 101-3.
22  : (Oxford: 

Oxford University Press )

).
23 
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the role of fundamental rights at a domestic level and human rights at 

an international level have considerably restricted these areas. This has 

remedy on the basis of tort law.24

parties. Whereas the state remains the addressee of fundamental rights 

the state has to provide for tort law rules that provide an effective remedy 

for infringement of those rights by other individuals or companies. 

Many internationally recognised human rights have been invoked in tort 

it plays a major role in domestic tort law to deal with the consequences of 

includes this right in Article 3.25

 has been gradually developed in 

pollution or labour conditions.26 The private enforcement of many 

 is usually a matter of contract law (including applicable mandatory 

by the English case of v.  (see Section 6).27 The 

 is not often invoked in domestic tort law (in the Western world 

24  Chapter 18.
25 

26 It should be noted that the ECtHR is cautiously developing the right to a healthy 

environment under Article

v. ). See: 

Next?’   23 613-642.
27 This goes more generally for the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Rights and 

right to collective bargaining.
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invoke the violation of this right against the company s/he works for or its 

parent company.

The difference lies in the obligation not to infringe other people’s rights. 

Such obligations for the state may be based both on national tort law 

companies only follow from domestic tort law.

The horizontal effect of human rights can be illustrated with the impact of 

private parties. The Convention and the Protocols thereto contain a range 

entitled to the enjoyment of these rights.

Although the rights in the ECHR protect 

it clear that its obligations only rest on the . The ECHR nevertheless 

has an impact on the rights and duties of private parties in the sense that 

protection to individuals in private disputes.28 This is called indirect 

protection in the enjoyment of his rights against a private defendant. The 

judge can provide this protection by imposing such tort law obligations 

on the private defendant as are necessary to bring the protection of the 

claimant in line with the ECHR. This means that private parties may also 

have a legal and enforceable obligation not to infringe another person’s 

national tort law.

28 

dispute between private individuals about their rights and obligations under 

substantive and procedural point of view.
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An example of this is the Court’s case law on Article 3 on the right to 

concerning disputes between private parties.29

corporal punishment at a private English boarding school. The United 

Kingdom recognised that such degrading treatment should not occur and 

accepted that it had violated Article 3.30 Another British case surrounded 

held that states should take measures ‘… to ensure that individuals within 

their jurisdiction are not subject to degrading treatment or punishment 

including such ill-treatment administered by private individuals’.31

This consideration clearly shows that an individual can infringe the ECHR 

is not based on the ECHR but on national tort law that must adequately 

protect the ECHR rights of individuals. The result is that cases in which 

human dignity was at stake and that previously fell outside the tort law 

system (often due to a lack of legally relevant damage) are now to be heard 

in a court of law to assess liability.

Although the ECHR and national tort law are becoming increasingly 

including 

tort law and its development in the hands of domestic courts. This is 

well illustrated by litigation against private parties like transnational 

corporations for involvement in human rights violations. Victims of such 

violations need to look carefully at which jurisdiction provides them with 

tort law for cases between private parties in line with the increasing body 

exclude any choice for the victim (Section 5).

29 See  also: Cees van Dam (2013)
30 v.
31 A v.  
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PART B: TORT LITIGATION ISSUES AGAINST CORPORATIONS

parent-subsidiary responsibility (Section 6).

with a weak infrastructure and it can be problematic to get to the area 

where the human rights violations took place. This may also be an area 

where violence is a common feature of daily life and where the country’s 

central or local government bans foreigners.

have modern means of communication like telephones and the internet 

or are not able to write. Communication and reporting cultures may differ 

32 the 

claimants’ lawyers recruited and trained dozens of staff to interview 

damage but that it was indirectly involved in human rights violations by 

These problems contribute to the high costs involved in preparing claims 

without any certainty as to whether enough evidence will be collected to 

hope that they will be able to recoup them in a settlement or court case.

32  

(last accessed 31 October 2014).
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5. Procedural problems: forum and applicable law

corporation it may want to bring the claim to the parent (the company at 

the heart of the corporation) for being involved in human rights violations. 

case.33 An example is the  case about a claim against a parent 

company domiciled in the United Kingdom by employees in its South African 

subsidiary for health damage caused by exposure to asbestos. The House of 

Lords held that the English court had jurisdiction to hear the claim. It did so 

after it established that there was evidence to support the allegation that the 

parent company’s own negligence was a cause of the harm.34

In the Dutch case of v.

 the District Court was competent to 

hear the case against the parent company as its seat was in The Hague. The 

Court held that it was also competent to hear the case against Shell Nigeria 

because the claims against parent and subsidiary were linked in such a 
35

for dozens of cases against companies for involvement in human rights 

although two settlements were reached.36 The recent decision of the US 

Supreme Court in v.  has considerably limited 

the possibility to bring cases that do not have a clear link with the United 

States.37

33 

34 v.  Courts in the 

EU cannot refuse on the basis of the  doctrine to exercise 

EU: v.
35 v.

test is based on Article 7(1) of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure (Wetboek van 

Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering).
36 See the  case: available at: http://business-humanrights.org/en/unocal-

lawsuit-re-myanmar#c9309 (last accessed 31 October 2014). And the Ken 

 case: available at: http://www.earthrights.org/legal/wiwa-v-royal-

dutchshell (last accessed 31 October 2014).
37 http://

 (last accessed 31 

October 2014).
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 case 

concerns a lawsuit against dozens of companies ‘on behalf of all persons 

who lived in South Africa between 1948 and the present and who suffered 

damages as a result of apartheid’.38

not possible and there is no prospect that they will be possible any time 

soon.39

An attractive feature of common law jurisdictions generally is the disclosure 

or discovery procedure. This means that documents related to the facts of 

the case must be submitted to the court and the other party prior to the 

whether the claim is barred by workers’ compensation law.40

Regulation will determine the applicable law.41 The main rule is that this 

the country of the company’s seat. There are a few exceptions to the main 

38 v.  504 F.3d 254 (2007).
39 European harmonisation in this area is weak. See: Communication from the 

for injunctive and compensatory collective redress mechanisms in the Member 

3539/3. Individual European countries like the United Kingdom and the 

Netherlands provide a more claimant-friendly infrastructure than other countries 

as regards group actions and the standing of NGOs.
40 

provision is that recovery of success fees is effectively ruled out.
41 .
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argued that failure of supervision of a subsidiary by a parent is manifestly 

more closely connected with the country where the parent took its 

management decisions. The applicable law would then be the law of the 

country of the parent’s seat. It is doubtful whether this argument can be 

exceptional cases.42

European tort law system.43

between the law of the place where the  occurred and the law of 

the place where the  giving rise to the damage occurred (Article 7). 

parent in causing damage by its subsidiary abroad. Whether Article 7 

provides for such a broader interpretation is uncertain.44

this is manifestly incompatible with the forum’s public policy (

) (Article 26). It is not entirely clear how this exception will work 

out in practice but it can arguably be applied if a foreign domestic rule 
45

irrespective of the law otherwise applicable to the dispute (article 16). 

These are ‘national provisions compliance with which has been deemed 

in the Member State concerned as to require compliance therewith by 

all persons present on the national territory of that Member State and 

all legal relationships within that State’.46

there is a connecting factor between the claimant and the state exercising 

jurisdiction strongly reduces the scope of application of this rule with 

42 

43 

 

44 

53. Available at: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1626225 (last accessed 31 October 

2014).
45 See: v.

para.44.
46  ECJ Joint Cases C-369/96 and C-376/96 .30.
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regards to corporate human rights violations.47

In the above-mentioned case of Nigerian farmers against Shell Plc and 

that Nigerian law applied to the case.48 The disadvantage of applying 

makes the interpretation static rather than dynamic. The court will not 

develop foreign law as it could do with the forum’s law and this is usually 

disadvantageous for claimants because tort liability of transnational 

corporations for involvement in human rights violations is a new area in 

which there is hardly any precedent.

PART C. CORPORATE HUMAN RIGHTS OBLIGATIONS UNDER DOMESTIC 

TORT LAW

6. The Universal Standard of Care

After having discussed the formal requirements for an international tort 

obligations arise for transnational companies on the basis of domestic tort 

law. Although the applicable law (Section 5) is most relevant for aspects 

much less the case when it comes to the standard of care. In most legal 

systems this standard of care is that of the . Although 

the same facts.49 The standard of care in tort law can therefore be seen as a 

humanity.50

When establishing this standard of care in a relatively new area like 

47 

48 v.

49 

meeran-tort-litigation-against-mncs-7-mar-2011.pdf (last accessed 31 October 

2014)
50 Regarding

see: Cees Van Dam (2013)
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rely strongly on general principles of tort law with respect to the standard 

of care. The general standard of care test in tort law involves a comparison 

reasonable corporation). This is a normative and not a factual concept: 

behaviour.51

ought to have known about the risk of being involved in human rights 

means that a corporation must conduct risk assessments with regard to 

likeliness of such violations the less important it will be that this research 
52

A comparison can be drawn with the John Ruggie Framework’s second 

human rights and implies that they should carry out due diligence. The 

concept of due diligence ‘describes the steps a company must take to 
53 

governmental bodies and the like.54 The concept of due diligence does 

not differ substantially from the risk assessment that is required by the 

 but a for the corporation and Ruggie’s soft law instrument of 

due diligence does not bring anything new in this respect. Corporations 

are bound by hard law to carry out due diligence to discover human rights 

risks that their activities may directly or indirectly pose to others. It is 

therefore somewhat misleading that Ruggie consistently talks about the 

company’s  rather than the company’s to carry out due 

diligence. By doing so he gained the support of the corporate world but 

ignored the legal reality.

If the corporation concludes (or ought to have concluded) that there is a 

51 

52 

53 

54 
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the second question is which measures need to be taken to prevent the 

risk from materialising and to redress the harm that has already occurred. 
55

The level of risk can be determined by the seriousness of the expected 

damage and the probability that an accident will happen. The level of care 

the burden of precautionary measures.56

precautionary measures will not easily be found to be too burdensome 

or costly for a company to take if they prevent human rights from being 

where it asks corporations to address the company’s negative impact on 

human rights. It shows once again that the Ruggie Framework follows a 

violations occurs indirectly through its business partners - particularly 

question of whether a company has a duty to prevent those with which 

it has business dealings from violating human rights. Such a duty is 

underdeveloped area of tort law.57 An important issue is whether the 

precautionary measures can still imply the refusal to purchase or to supply 

goods or to do so other than under controlled conditions.

It is also conceivable that a corporation has factual control over a business 

provide important guidance in this respect. Such guidance can help to turn 

situations of factual control into a legal duty to control.58

55 v.

56  Section 805-2.
57 

58 

https://www.

unglobalcompact.org/AboutTheGC/TheTenPrinciples/index.html (last accessed 31 

October 2014).
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In the following section I will analyse in more detail a corporation’s 

standard of care  its subsidiaries.

7. Parent vis-à-vis subsidiaries

One would think that the universal tort law standard also applies to 

transnational corporations because many will regard the corporation as 

comprising many entities that are independent of one other. This position is 

based on the corporate law principle of the separation of legal entities. This 

not liable for the conduct of the subsidiaries in which it invests.59

grounds for a parent’s liability are identifying the subsidiary’s conduct 

with that of the parent (piercing the corporate veil) and its own negligent 

conduct  the subsidiary (duty of care).60

The law of most EU Member States recognises the possibility of “piercing the 

an abuse of legal entities leading to fraud and is only accepted in very serious 

cases.61 One of the reasons for this reluctance may very well be that the cases 

same reluctant view in cases that are about serious human rights violations.62

59 v.

60  

(Cambridge: Cambridge 

61 

2007  v.

 District Court The Hague 

 Nigerian 

law a parent company does not owe a duty  its subsidiary companies.
62 
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the veil” but “duty of care”. The principle allegation is then that the 

parent breached a duty of care that it owed to individuals affected by its 

63 An illustration 

is the  case about employees who were exposed to asbestos in a 

South African factory.64 When the South African company appeared to be 

held that the question was whether

a parent company which is proved to exercise  control over 

workers employed by the subsidiary and/or persons in the vicinity 

those workers and/or other persons in relation to the control which 

it exercises over and the advice which it gives to the subsidiary 

company.65

 

additional requirements have to be met. Some jurisdictions (e.g. Germany 

and Italy) require that the exercise of control by the parent corporation 

France and Germany) impose parent liability as a matter of course where 

whereas others restrict it to circumstances where the parent company has 

the legal or economic power to exercise such control. In some jurisdictions 

only be permitted to obtain a remedy from the parent where the subsidiary 

has entered into an insolvency process or is verging on insolvency.66

63 

64 v.
65 v.

that the case could go to trial ( v.

v.

v.  (1995) v.

(1999) 
66 
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general tenor is to recognise two requirements for a duty: a (super) 

often have control over its subsidiaries. One of the reasons for this 

is that the results of subsidiaries in which a parent has a majority stake 

need to be included in the group’s consolidated accounts. The fact that the 

parent holds a majority of shares in a subsidiary is a strong indication that 

it has control over the subsidiary’s policies and operations.67 The same 

goes for situations where the boards of parent and subsidiary are (almost) 

identical. There is no reason why control should require a super majority 

or sole shareholdership.68

direct cause of the human rights violation. An example is the 

which also grimly illustrates that capitalism and slavery can still go hand-

in-hand today.69

plantation where people have to work long days for very little money. In 

their children help them from a very young age. Rather than prevent the 

such a way that made forced labour and child labour inevitable.

The second situation is where the parent failed to prevent human rights 

violations by its subsidiary. This is the area of liability for omissions.70 

Provided that the parent had control over the subsidiary and knew or 

the question is whether the risk was such that it required the parent to 

interfere. This will depend on the magnitude of the risk that the subsidiary’s 

conduct posed. There will be less reason to interfere if the risk is purely 

67 This is the ECJ’s approach in the area of competition law. See: 

v.

v.

 (2007). Available at: www.corporatejustice.org/IMG/pdf/

68 

69 v.

70 
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reason to assume that the principle of commercial freedom has to give way 

to a duty to interfere.

A recent domestic example is the English case v. . Between 

longer existed and Chandler pursued his claim against parent company 

Cape Plc. The trial judge held that Cape Plc owed Chandler a duty of care 

and that Cape had breached its duty.71 The Court of Appeal dismissed the 

appeal. It held that the law may impose on a parent company responsibility 

parent knows or ought to foresee that the subsidiary or its employees rely 

on using its superior knowledge for employees’ protection.72

strong the old adage is that legal entities are independent even though 

 its 

subsidiary is therefore in line with modern corporate practices.

8. Conclusion

Universal Declaration of Human Rights is sometimes seen as the mother of 

human rights are part of a shared heritage that is rooted in the domestic 

are the spring chickens of the rights family.

71 

72 

the Court of Appeal held that on the facts the parent company did not owe a duty 

of care towards its subsidiarity employee. Available at: http://www.bailii.org/ew/

cases/EWCA/Civ/2014/635.html (20 October 2014).
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adopted in the European Convention of Human Rights as an answer to the 

French . 

As there are hardly any international tort law obligations. Victims need to 

take refuge in domestic tort law. Litigating in the country of the victim may 

the country of the headquarters of the transnational corporation implies 

complex structure of the many legal entities of which a transnational 

 these entities.

Tort law and international human rights law pursue similar goals: 

assessing when a person’s right is violated and an effective remedy 

human right. This divergent terminology does not mean that they point to 


